
 

Name Shubham Ranjane

DOB 26/03/1994

Nationality Indian

Player Status Unavailable

Playing Role Batting All-Rounder (Seam)

Batting Style RH Top Order Bat

Bowling Style RA Medium Fast

Entry Route Dutch Visa

Shubham Ranjane is an outstanding batting all-rounder playing for the powerhouse Mumbai side in Indian domestic

cricket. He is a player that’s really starting to hit his straps for Mumbai, after a quite sensational junior career.

The explosive batter dominated age-group cricket for Maharasthra before breaking into the Mumbai Under-23’s during

the 2016/17 season. After 763 runs at 84.77 and 236 runs at 47.20 (with 4 centuries in total) in the Cooch Behar and

Vinoo Mankad Trophy’s, respectively in 2012/13, he then churned out 476 runs at 52.88 (and 12 wickets at 28.41) during

the CK Nayudu Trophy the following summer.

He was a stand-out at junior level with a point to prove when heading into the CK Nayudu Trophy for Mumbai Under-23s

in 2016-17. He impressed – belting a further 298 runs at 74.50, which culminated with his senior Mumbai debut.

Whilst he’d previously made his List A and T20 debuts for Maharasthra in his teens (Feb 2012 and Mar 2013,

respectively), his first-class debut came against Gujarat for Mumbai in November 2016. He played 3 Ranji Trophy

matches that summer, striking a brilliant 76* against Bengal, but only featured in 1 match the following season

(2017/18).

He returned to the Mumbai fold in 2018/19 and enjoyed decent returns, hitting 320 runs at 40, to earn himself an IPL

contract with the Rajasthan Royals for their 2019 campaign. He didn’t feature and was released ahead of the 2020 IPL

auction.



Ranjane spent the 2021 season plying his trade in England, and was, without doubt, one of the best-performed

professionals on the circuit. Playing for Ainsdale in Division 1 of the strong Liverpool League, the all-rounder

impressed striking 706 runs at 64.18 alongside 31 wickets at 19.06.

Unfortunately, Ranjane wasn't able to complete his level 2 accreditation during the summer (due to hotel quarantine on

arrival), so is seeking a Dutch gig for the 2022 season.

Overseas Statistics
Team (Season) Mts Inns NO Runs HS Ave Ovs Runs Wkts BB Avg

Ainsdale (2021) 16 16 5 706 121 64.18 191 591 31 4/22 19.06


